SPOILT FOR CHOICE europes advertising experts still helplessly argue

SHORT

IMAGE-PROMOTION
or DRTV-MARKETING?

DRTV-HIT made in Austria
to blast rules and conventions
of US-Product marketers!
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International award-winning advertising credits versus success stories and distribution of dividends.
from pros to pros

In the summer of 2007 Austria´s
leading direct response television marketer, WS Invention,
together with Vienna‘s most
experienced DRTV film specialists of the MKC-Totalmedia,
launched with the new Stainless
Steel V-Slicer an international
success-story leading this stateof-the-art product and its film to
the mecca of the teleshopping
industry: The USA.

”What‘s the use of the
best, simplest, funniest,
nicest, cheapest, most
expensive awardwinning commercial, if
it doesn‘t sell the product? Nothing!“

The PRO V appears to be the
first European Infomercial, shot
in German language and nearly
perfectly synchronized into
English, to finally break through
the impassable and fiercely
protected US-guardring.
This unprecidented threat unsettled the US-Marketers. They
counter: “US films must be synchronized in foreign countries
for better customer understanding.” But US customers cannot
be: ”confronted with non-english films or post-synchronized
foreign language films.” This
does not correspond to the visual habits of US-DRTV-buyers.
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In that moment your chief financial officer and your sales manager
enter. One complains about the exploding advertising and media costs,
the other about falling sales figures.
The awaited dazzling copper-plated
trophy mutates into a destructive
dark angel of your balance sheet.

What would happen if foreign
products could achieve huge
sales figures in the USA, despite
of having been dubbed into
English?
The last word has still not been
said yet. Hurray for Austria!

Suddenly something shimmers
on your big-screen TV-set. In middle of breakfast shows, the news, talk
shows, tv-series and stock exchange
quotations, live and in color, here it
comes: Teleshopping!
Is this the long awaited revelation?

Sister Kill: „Forget Dilettante,
Bungler, Botcher & Co. !
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The one of that kind “coming directly from the USA” door -to-door
sales strategy, the so-called DRTV
- Direct Response Television has
conquered the whole world in the
last three decades via cable and satellite causing huge home shopping
addiction and given the top-product
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Imagine sitting in your office.
Your agency gives you a ring and
congratulates you for being awarded a golden “Advert-Drum“, a
French “Lion“, or an American
“Clio.“ After the call you lean back
with legitimate pride and enjoy the
anticipation of having soon your
very own golden statuette shimmering on the window ledge.

The Pro V Stainless Steel Slicer.
A kitchen-slicer conquers the world.
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manufacturers and resellers turnovers of millions. In Germany alone
a sales volume of over 1.6 billion
Euro should have been reached by
the year 2010. There must be something in it!
  Whoever dares, wins. So you pick
up your phone and call your agency for a new briefing: Sports aces
will no longer be driven through
dry pampas and high-frozen testing
roads. Also the „perfect family“ will
no longer be chased through absurd
non-understable short stories. No
longer thoughts about shimmering
golden trophies on window ledges.
Now, let‘s fill up the bank accounts.
Product ranges, services, unbeatable MegaMaxi-Tel-Com and FullProtection Insurance packages, all
what matters is to be packed up
right away in effective sale campaigns. That‘s what the common
sense commands us.
But please, no English language

films with non-lip-sync voice-over  
versions spoken by breathless dilettantes, where the product gets
overfilled with tons of telephone
numbers and nation flags.
The agency guys, golden trophy in
their hands, stare at you with a completely helpless overcharged look.
Advertising costs money. Nothing
new. But it costs definitively too
much, if the high financial assignment doesn‘t pay. And which CEO
wants to explain to his shareholders
why this year there aren´t any profit dividends. At least you have as a
consolation a small gold plated statue standing on the window ledge.
It´s not about IMAGE versus
DRTV. Strategic Combination is the
keyword. The legendary US- comedian Danny Kay once said: “Money
alone doesn‘t make you happy. You
also need stock shares, gold, and
real estates.” This true piece of  

knowledge from the fifties is still
effective in advertising today.
While the product image promotion is positioning the CI-character
within the different medias, DRTV
campaigns, combined with properly
trained call-center staffs and sales
increasing promotions on shopping
websites, can lead you with specific
product offers to extremely satisfactory turnovers.
If your classic advertising experts react disdainfully to DRTV,
in Europe vulgo Teleshopping, then  
visit: www.mkctotalmedia.com
Why? Quite simple! Your golden
trophy will continue to shimmer on
the window ledge, the shareholders
stay happy and the destructive dark
angel of balance sheets flows off to
your worse market enemy – pardon
– to your competitor.
What does one need more …

When Germany‘s tv-selling genius comes to the store!

DRTV-Star Horst Fuchs: A „Fox“ always strikes!

Sister K.: In the service of Mrs. Smith

Do you run a business, a shop, a
department store, a supermarket
or a shopping mall? And are you
looking for a great all-time successfull sales motivation event?
We have got the right solution:
An original German quality product with Viennese charm, one meter eighty-two in height. Complete
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with a perfectly smooth-shaved
three-quarter bald head, well groomed, island-sun-brown bronzed
look, trustworthy fawn brown cocker spaniel eyes and a gleaming
white winner-smile.
It also comes with manicured
hands adorned with gold and diamond rings and with a 24 carat lu-

!

Book Horst Fuchs !
as a living shopwindow-icon !
for your sales-campaign !
for your product-presentation !
for your grand shop-opening !
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Get the famous
POWER-DUO !

Use this unique chance !
© mkc

Do you know Emily Smith? No?
You should. You‘re working for
her! This pitiless creature is the
most powerful employer of millions of people, companies and
service suppliers worldwide.
Hard, but cruel. Despite of all,
still credulous, and sometimes
even forever faithful.
Have you guessed? It‘s Her
Majesty, Queen Customer!
Beloved and hated, but always
much-courted! Pain to those
who lie to her. She has got the
sixth sense! Advertise, yes!
Pull her over the table, no! Then
she immediately turns into an
icy cold Sister Kill and hits
back mercilessly with sadistic
non-buying. Your product is terminated in a flash. The lesson?
When you need commercials,  
forget Dilettant, Butcher, Bungler & Co. You should better go
to Service, Quality & KnowHow Ltd. They are perhaps
somewhat more expensive, but
Mrs. Smith will reward you a
thousand fold. Shake on it.

www.rent-a-fuchs.at
All infos & much more:

TV Star-promoter Horst Fuchs: the all-time successful, living direct-marketing icon.

cky charm in the ear. Plus, French
designer glasses, Italian shoes and
a Swiss watch. All this is elegantly packaged in a flashy tailor-made
silk creation.
Presenting the most-shimmering
figurehead of the international teleshopping: Horst Fuchs!
Whether in Europe, Australia
or South America. From Rio via
London, Dubai up to Moscow. Millions of television viewers know
him. Whether it´s father, mother,
grandma, grandpa, uncle, aunt, son
or daughter. This sly „foxy“ Fuchs
makes the difference! Some hate
him, but most adore him. Fan-clubs,
internet parodies and TV cabaret
plagiaries testify to his mediatic
impact.
This “Cyrano de Bergerac” of
Direct Sales is eloquent and witty,
straight and dry with men, always
charming with ladies, but always
remains courteous in his customer
guidance. sometimes fatherly, at

other times schoolmasterly. Whatever is just right for this special
magic sales moment. No juicer, no
blender, no knive went through his
hands without reaching best selling
scores.
Master Fuchs is unique and titanic. He’s from another world!
His car polish  TV appearances are
legendary. Whether he is frying an
egg on the hood of a car or is locked inside a bird cage to show how
to get an expensive sports car immaculately clean again in seconds
– free from tons of bird droppings,
or on board of a military jet for the
most brutal car paint protection test
ever in DRTV-History, this successful cook book author always gives
all for the product and much much
more.
Use this colourfull living directmarketing icon also for your product. For live-promotions, ClientCatch shop-events or in your own
informercial. Find more under:
www.rent-a-fuchs.at

